TIMELINE OVERVIEW PROJECT

150pts

In your 10th Grade year you focused upon the first part of American History, covering the timespan roughly from Christopher
Columbus to the Civil War. Many key events and people lived and took place during that time. As an overview starting into
the second half of U.S. History you are going to construct an annotated timeline of key events that spanned that period of
time which covered roughly 400 years. You will have to be selective as to what events and people you think were the most
significant during the early parts of American History.
In constructing your timeline you will need to consider the following points:
You must have a minimum of 30 events and/or people on your timeline
The events and/or people you choose must have great historical significance. For an idea of what that covers consider:
a. Significant events/Persons have a Substantial and overarching lasting impact on future events/persons
b. Significant events/Persons usually change perspectives/attitudes and relationships between people, places, organizations…ect
c. Significant events/Persons are well remembered and affect the emotions and thoughts of people in a lasting way

Each event and/or person must have a 3-5 sentence annotation explaining it AND why it is important
Each event and/or person must have a picture accompanied with it, either drawn, printed off, pasted or the like
The timeline must be chronologically & historically accurate
The timeline needs to be visually appealing, easy to follow, and each event numbered
The timeline must be created from scratch and not through copy and paste. This means:
a. You cannot copy and paste other timelines into Word or PPT and print them off – this is plagiarism and results in a ‘0’
b. You cannot copy and paste direct words from other annotations. You must create your own annotations!
c. You cannot create a Timeline in ppt and print it off. You can use any of the following:
i. Poster-boards
ii. Ringed index-cards
iii. Baseball-card sleeves
iv. Copy paper sheets taped together or in booklet form

This project will be due no later than at the beginning of class on Tuesday September 12th, 2017.
*For extra credit you can create a timeline of 50 events for a maximum grade possible of 200pts*

